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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 
This document describes how to configure and use the Eumetsat Product Generator 
(“Eugene”) package. 

1.2 Copyright and License Information 
Eugene is copyright to Eumetsat. It is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify  
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software 
Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 

Eugene is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; 
without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details. 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with Eugene; 
if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, 
MA  02111-1307 USA. 

1.3 Referenced documents 
RD.1 EPS GPFS, EPS.GGS.SPE.96167, Issue 6 Revision 4 

RD.2 EPFS_XML, EPS.SYS.TEN.04.001, Issue 1 Revision 1 

RD.3 GRAS Formatter Specifications, EPS.SYS.TEN.04.002, Issue 1 Revision 0 

RD.4 ATOVSL2 Formatter, EPS.SYS.TEN.03.026, Issue 1 Revision 0 

RD.5 Lua homepage, www.lua.org 

RD.6 libxml2 homepage, www.xmlsoft.org 

RD.7 libjpeg homepage, www.ijg.org 

RD.8 libpng homepage, www.libpng.org/pub/png 

RD.9 doxygen homepage, www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen 

RD.10 Kai Users Guide, EPS.SYS.TEN.04.014, Issue 1 Revision 0 

1.4 Applicable documents 
AD.1 Eugene web site http://concorde/eugene (Eumetsat internal network only) 
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2 OVERVIEW 
Eugene is a collection of tools built on top of a common data processing engine which can 
be used to analyse and modify data files, in particular EPS PFS format products. The data 
engine is written in C++ and uses a set of XML format definition files to understand 
individual data formats. It can be accessed from Python or Lua scripts. 

2.1 Date Engine 
The core data engine consists of a set of C++ classes which parse a set of format 
description files written in an XML variant, EPFS_XML, from a formats directory. The data 
engine can then open existing product files or create new products, and allows them to be 
treated as structured data with fields that are referenced by name. 

The main types of product files supported are EPS and NOAA products, although the data 
engine can handle other file types. 

2.2 Standalone application 
The binary eugene is a command line tool which executes a single Lua script with a 
number of input and output files. There are several Lua scripts included in the Eugene 
distribution in the ‘scripts’ directory. 

2.3 Utilities 
There are several other tools packaged with Eugene. These are a mixture of Python, Perl 
and Bash scripts. Many of these utilities are ‘front-ends’ which call the eugene binary to 
do their actual work. 

2.4 Python interface 
Eugene comes with a Python module that can be used to read any data from a product, 
and (to a limited extent) modify existing products from a Python script. 

2.5 C interface 
It is also possible to build a C library that exports the functionality of the Eugene interface. 
This is not currently maintained. 
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3 INSTALLATION 

3.1.1 Prerequisites 
- OS: Linux (32 or 64 bit), Solaris, AIX and Cygwin are all suitable for running 

Eugene. 

- Gcc 3.0 or later is required. Eugene uses templates extensively and may not build 
with other compilers. 

- libxml2 [RD.6]. Eugene has been tested with v2.4.22 and v2.6.3 but other versions 
should work. 

- Libjpeg [RD.7] at v6b or above. This package is optional and only needed if JPEG 
output is required. 

- Libpng [RD.8] at v1.2.5 or above. This package is optional and only needed if PNG 
output is required. 

- Under Cygwin the following packages should be installed: gcc-g++, jpeg, libpng12, 
libpng12-devel, libxml2, libxml2-devel , make, patch, python, iconv. 

- Perl, Python and Bash should also be installed on the target system. The GNU 
version of ‘make’ is probably also required.  

3.1.2 Configuration 
Eugene uses the autoconf build system. After unpacking the source code run the following 
commands: 

 
./configure 
make 
make install 

 

To specify an alternate install directory pass the flag ‘—prefix=<xxx>’ to the configure 
script. The default location is /usr/local. 

By default the eugene executable is built, and also the Python module if autoconf finds 
the required header files. 

To compile under Cygwin  run the shell script ‘cygwin.sh’ instead of the above commands.  

For AIX systems and the EPS CGS environment there are corresponding install scripts 
‘tcprimus.sh’, ‘tcsecundus.sh’ and ‘cgs.sh’. In any case the user should read these scripts 
before running them to check the target locations. 
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3.1.3 Home directory 
Eugene makes use a location EUGENE_HOME to hold all of its configuration files. This 
can be set at compile time by passing the ‘—prefix’ parameter to the configure script, or at 
run time by setting the environment variable EUGENE_HOME. The user can run ‘eugene 
–show-dir-home’ to check on the current value of the home directory. 

The default location is ‘/usr/local/share/eugene’. 

3.2 Additional documentation 
The Eugene source code contains doxygen-style comments and includes a doxygen 
configuration file in the doc/doxygen directory. Doxygen is a tool to produce an HTML , 
Latex or PDF detailed design document and annotated source code. 

Run ‘make doxygen’ to create this output. 
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4 USAGE 

4.1 eugene 

4.1.1 Overview 
eugene is a generic converter program that uses a script to manipulate a number of input 
files and create output files. All files must correspond to one of the filetypes defined by a 
description file. 

4.1.2 Inputs 
One script plus a number of files in a format supported for input. 

4.1.3 Outputs 
Zero or more output files in a format supported for output 

4.1.4 Usage 
 
usage: eugene OPTIONS  
Run a script file to perform processing on binary data files described 
using EPFS_XML. 
 
Where OPTIONS can include: 
 
File selection: 
  -s, --script <arg> 
                    Select Lua script to execute 
  -i, --in <arg...> Select input-only file(s) 
  -o, --out <arg...> 
                    Select output-only file(s) 
  --io <arg...>     Select input/output file(s) 
 
Script parameters: 
  --args <arg...>   Parameters to be given to the script 
 
Alternate actions: 
  --show-formats    List available file formats 
  --show-baselines  List available baselines 
  --show-baseline <arg> 
                    Describe one baseline 
  --show-scripts    List available scripts 
  --script-help <arg> 
                    Show script-specific help 
  --show-format <arg> 
                    Read and display format description 
  --show-dir-home   Display location of home directory 
  --show-dir-scripts 
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                    Display location of scripts directory 
  --show-dir-formats 
                    Display location of formats directory 
  --identify <file> Just show the format name that matches <filename> 
(taking baseline into accout, if specified) then exit. 
 
Input flags: 
  -b, --baseline <arg> 
                    Select default baseline to use for ambiguous products 
 
Output flags: 
  --no-colour       Disable colour output 
  --no-units        Hide units definitions 
  --no-labels       Hide array dimension names 
  --equalize        Apply histogram equalisation to JPEG outputs (on by 
default) 
  --no-equalize     Disable histogram equalisation 
  --file-report     List all opened files on shutdown 
 
Program information: 
  --version         show version information and exit 
  -?, --help        show help message and exit 
  --long-help       show extended help and examples 
  --docbook-help    show extended help text formatted as Docbook XML 

4.1.5 Description 
All filetypes are identified based on filename using the information in the header section of 
the filetype descriptions in $EUGENE_HOME/formats. In case this lookup fails a filename 
can be specified as ‘filetype:filename’ where ‘filetype’ is the name of the filetype 
description file. The .xml extension of the description file can be omitted. 

4.1.6 Application home directory 
The home directory EUGENE_HOME is the location where the Eugene looks for 
additional formats, scripts and filters files. The default home directory is set during 
compilation but this can be overridden by setting the environment variable 
$EUGENE_HOME.  

4.1.7 Supplied scripts 
Eugene includes some pre-written scripts, each one has a help page accessed by running 
‘eugene –script-help <filename>’. 
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4.2 eugene_text 

4.2.1 Overview 
Generic text display of a product file. 

4.2.2 Inputs 
A single product file 

4.2.3 Outputs 
Text display to console 

4.2.4 Usage 
 
eugene_text <filename> [<field>]  
Where: 
filename : Input product to use 
field : Name of a field in the product to begin at. Text display is 
recursive from this point downwards. If omitted the entire product is 
displayed. 

4.2.5 Description 
If the specified Field is an array description, i.e.  
> eugene_text <<filename>> ‘mdr-1b[].SCAN_LINE_NUMBER’ 

then only that array is displayed.  See Section 6 for a description of this parameter. 

This script can also display the breakdown of a bitfield to show the name and value of 
each bit if Field points to a single bitfield item. 

If Field includes any square bracket characters the string must be enclosed with single 
quotes to prevent the shell from expanding them.  

4.2.6 Environment variables 
If $NO_COLOUR is set to any value, colour output will be suppressed. 

The variable $PAGER can be used to specify the paging program. 
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4.3 eugene_validate 

4.3.1 Overview 
EPS product format validation tool. 

4.3.2 Inputs 
A single product file 

4.3.3 Outputs 
Text display to console 

4.3.4 Usage 
 
eugene_validate [--help] [<filename> [html <output-directory>]] 
Where: 
Filename : Input product to use 
output-directory: If present, the tool  runs in HTML mode. The main 
output will be validate.html inside output-directory, with an additional 
file showing quickread output linked from it, and for some product types 
a set of JPEG images is generated. 

 

Run ‘eugene_validate –-help’ to see a description of all tests. This text is copied in 
Appendix C. 

4.3.5 Description 
This program is a wrapper script around validate.lua. 

4.4 Examples 
To display a single validation report to the console: 

 
eugene_validate 
GRAS_xxx_1A_M01_20020320123410Z_20020320123732Z_N_T_20050607120000Z 

 

To write a HTML report to the directory ‘report’, including image files showing content of 
the sensor channels: 
eugene_validate 
HIRS_xxx_00_M01_20020808182403Z_20020808182656Z_N_O_20020808201200Z html 
report 
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4.5 eugene_setter 

4.5.1 Overview 
Directly modify fields and arrays inside a product. 

4.5.2 Inputs 
A single product, opened in I/O mode. 

4.5.3 Outputs 
None, the original file is modified in-place. 

4.5.4 Usage 
 
eugene_setter [--help] [<filename> <field> <value> [<field> <value>] …] 

 

4.5.5 Example 
 
eugene_setter NOAA-L1.AMSUB header.recv_station SVL 
‘record[].scan_line_number’ 100 

 

This would open a NOAA L1 AMSUB product and change the field ‘recv_station’ in the 
header to ‘SVL’ and set every scan line number to 100. 
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4.6 eugene_stats 

4.6.1 Overview 
Generate simple statistics of a product. 

4.6.2 Inputs 
A single product. 

4.6.3 Outputs 
Text display to console. 

4.6.4 Usage 
 
eugene_stats [--help] <filename> [<stat-point>] 

 

4.6.5 Description 
Calculates basic statistics (min, max, average) for fields over a product. The default 
behaviour is to display stats for every field, however by supplying a start point using the 
same syntax as to-text.lua, statistics for a subset of the product can be generated. 

4.6.6 Example 
 

To show statistics of MDR # 30  in an AVHRR product: 

 
eugene_stats AVHR_xxx_1A_Z ‘mdr-1a[30]’ 
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4.7 multi_validate 

4.7.1 Overview 
Runs eugene_validate over a number of products and collates the outputs into an HTML  
Gantt chart showing a timeline for each instrument, and including links to individual 
descriptions of each product. 

Internally, multi_validate outputs an XML file containing the data to be plotted, and 
transfers this to a separate program ganttxml_to_html which renders the HTML.  

4.7.2 Inputs 
A list or products or directories. 

4.7.3 Outputs 
A directory of HTML and image files. 

4.7.4 Usage: 
 
Usage: 
    multi_validate <products-or-directories> -o <output-directory> [-b 
    <baseline>] [-s <filename>] [-g <filename>] [-w <width>] [-q 
    <quickread>] [-e <equalise>] [--hide-orbits <hide orbits>] [--user 
    <filename>] [--osv <filename>] [--obtutc <filename>] [--help] [--man] 
 
Options: 
    --baseline, -b 
            Select alternative default baseline. (default: current) 
 
    --equalise 
            Set to 0 to disable histogram equalization of output images. 
            (default: 1) 
 
    --ganttname, -g 
            Select name of gantt file. (default: gantt_chart.html) 
 
    --quickread, -q 
            Set to 1 to include quickread outputs as a link from the 
            validate page, or 0 otherwise. (default: 1) 
 
    --summaryname, -s 
            Select name of output file within output directory. (default: 
            summary.html) 
 
    --spec  Choose a file containing user defined test specifications. This 
            parameter may be given multiple times to specify several 
            additional sets of tests. 
 
    --osv   Specify an OSV file to test MPHR OSV values against. Multiple 
            OSV files can be given if needed. If this agrument is a 
            directory name it will be scanned for OSV files. 
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    --obtutc 
            Add an OBT/UTC file to use to test the OBT/UTC coefficients in 
            the VIADRs of Metop L0 products. Multiple OBT/UTC files can be 
            given if needed. If this argument is a directory name it will be 
            scanned for OBT/UTC files. 
 
    --width Change maximum image width for individual product pages. Set 
            this value to 0 to disable image generation (default: 200) 
 
    --hide-orbits 
            Set this value to 1 to hide the display of theoretical orbit 
            start and end times, 
 
    --help, -? 
            Show help page 
 
    --man   Show extended man page 

 

4.7.5 Description 
The Gantt chart shows which instruments were active and producing data against time 
ranges. 

Each file is drawn in the chart as a paired line, made up of an upper line and a lower line. 
The upper line is the File Line> and shows where individual files begin and end. The lower 
line is the Data Line and shows ranges of MDRs. 

In normal files both halves will be present. If any data is missing from a file this is visible 
as the lower half of the line will be omitted. This happens whether or not a dummy MDR 
was present to fill the gap. 

In some cases the data line may extent further to the right than the file line. Usually this 
happens in L0 products where the original RECORD_STOP_TIME is not set, and the 
validate script has had to assign stop times (based on APID), which can extend later than 
the file end time. 

When there is a long gap between files or between MDRs this will show as a break in both 
lines. However a narrow gap will be shown as a thin, vertical line. Where data flows 
smoothly between files, ie. the first MDR in one product follows on from the last MDR in 
the previous product, the data line will not show any breaks. 

If files overlap this is shown by putting the affected pairs of lines at different heights. Data 
lines should not overlap, however if they do this will only show up in the detailed validate 
outputs. 

The numbers shown in the top half of each line gives the number of major fails reported 
by eugene_validate for that product. Each number is also a link to the full validate output. 
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4.8 eugene_makehtmlformats 

4.8.1 Overview 
This tool creates a web site with descriptions of all EPS product formats in the Eugene 
database. 

4.8.2 Inputs 
Files read from EUGENE_HOME area. 

4.8.3 Outputs 
HTML files. 

4.8.4 Usage 
 
eugene_makehtmlformats –o outdir 

 

4.8.5 Description 
The output from this command is visible on the Eumetsat internal network under 
http://concorde/formats. 
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5 OPENING FILES 
All tools in Eugene use the same method to open data files and to match data file against 
format descriptions. 

5.1 Format matching 
Every file opened by Eugene must be matched against an XML format definition for that 
file type. The is primarily based on filename. 

Product files are matched against format descriptions using a 3-stage process: 

 

- First the filename of the product is checked against known formats, e.g. if a filename 
begins with ‘HKTM_xxx_00_M01_2006...’ and a single EPFS_XML file is marked as 
matching ‘HKTM*’, the match is made and the process ends there. 

 

- If there are multiple filename matches, which happens when a format type has multiple 
versions defined, the data engine looks at the FORMAT_MAJOR_VERSION and 
FORMAT_MINOR_VERSION fields of the MPHR record of the product and compares 
them against the ‘<version-control>’ elements of the EPFS_XML format definitions. For 
correctly formatted products single match will be found. 

 

- If there are still multiple matches at this point Eugene will look at the <baseline> tags in 
each potential match, and choose the format that includes the default baseline. This 
variable can be set with the ‘--baseline’ parameter to the command line tools or by calling 
‘eugene.set_default_baseline(...)’ from the Python interface. 

 

With a correctly named and formatted product the matching is done automatically and the 
user only has to specify a filename. 

A user can see this process in action with the following command: 
> eugene –-verbose –-identify <<filename>> 

5.1.1 Manual format match 
Sometimes the automatic algorithm above will fail, or a user may wish to force a product 
to be read using a specific EPFS_XML file. 

This is done by giving the product name as ‘format:filename’, e.g.  

 
eugene_text eps_l0_6.5:NOAA_xxx_00_Z 
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This will force the file NOAA_xxx_00_Z to be interpreted using the format definition 
‘eps_l0_6.5.xml’. 

 

Run ‘eugene –show-formats’ to see a list of available formats, or ‘eugene –show-
format <<format-name>>’ (optionally with the ‘—verbose’ flag) to see the full 
content of a format definition file. See also ‘eugene_makehtmlformats’. 

5.2 Modifying existing files 
Some tools (e.g. eugene_setter, the Python interface, the Lua interface) allow existing 
product files to be opened and modified. However the data engine does not allow the size 
of a file to be changed so any modifications can only change the values of existing fields. 
Variable length arrays cannot be resized, and records cannot be added or removed. 

The tool kai can be used to add or remove records from an EPS product.  This is 
distributed on the Eumetsat website and internally from http://concorde/kai. 

5.3 Creating products 
Eugene was originally written as a tool for creating test data, and that functionality is still 
present via the Lua and Python interfaces. The scripts ‘maker.lua’ and ‘hirs-ici-to-
atovsl12.lua’ in the scripts directory are examples of how this is done.  

When creating a new EPS product certain parts of the MPHR (such as the record count 
values and filesize value) are filled in automatically when the file is closed.  Any required 
IPR records are also created. 

When a new file is being created it is possible to re-size a variable length array, allowing 
GRAS products to be synthesized. 
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6 ACCESSING DATA 
Eugene uses EPFS_XML files to define each of the product formats that can be 
understood. These are described in detail in the document ‘EPFS_XML Format 
Definitions’, or a user can look through the files in the ‘formats’ subdirectory of the source 
distribution (or run ‘eugene –show-dir-formats’  to find them on a live install). 

This section describes how the Eugene data engine is used to identify specific fields in a 
product, by passing field names as text strings. The format of the returned data depends 
on how Eugene is being used - in eugene_text the result is returned as one or more text 
strings, and using the Python interface it is a Python data structure. 

6.1 Example 
The input to the data engine is a string giving a list of identifiers delimited by dots. Here is 
an example using eugene_text to display the 20-byte Generic Header Record of the 5th 
MDR of a L0 product: 

 
> eugene_text AVHR_xxx_00_Z ‘mdr-l0[4].RECORD_HEADER’ 

 

(the quotes prevent the shell from expanding brackets) 

 

And the result: 
 
    RECORD_HEADER 
        RECORD_CLASS: 8 (MDR) 
        INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 0 (Generic) 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS: 0 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION: 1 
        RECORD_SIZE: 12992 
        RECORD_START_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 
        RECORD_STOP_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 

 

In the rest of this section the format of the query string is described in more detail. 

6.2 Top level 
The first part of a query string will be a keyword identifying which part of a product is being 
accessed. For an EPS product this is a record name such as: 

 
MPHR 
IPRS 
mdr-l0 
 

Run ‘eugene_validate <<filename>>’ to see a list of available records for a 
particular product. The names are almost always taken directly from the relevant PFS 
document. 
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Note in the example above ‘mdr-l0’ is an array name. ‘mdr-l0[0]’ refers to the first L0 MDR 
of the product. 

Eugene will give an error message with suggested alternatives if the record name is not 
found. Thus a quick way to check which field names are available is to run a command 
such as: 

 
> eugene_text AVHR_xxx_00_Z xxx 

 

And read the error message. 

 

6.3 Section 
A record consists of a number of named child members. Some of these could in turn by 
container objects containing their own named child objects. In Eugene any part of a 
product with named child objects, including EPS product records, is called a ‘section’. 

Individual members are simply referenced by name e.g.: 

 
> eugene_text AVHR_xxx_00_Z ‘mdr-l0[4].RECORD_HEADER.RECORD_SIZE’ 
 
 
12992 

 

6.4 Arrays 
An array can be stored inside the top level of a product, or inside a record, or inside a 
section. An array contains zero or more items, usually but not always stored in the same 
format. Eugene data engine allows any subset of array items to be selected. 

There are several ways to do this: 

Single element. E.g. ‘mdr-l0[3]’ to reference the L0 MDR number 3 only. All arrays are 
counted from zero so this will read the 4th element of the array. Negative indices can be 
used to count backwards from the end, so ‘[-1]’ refers to the last element, ‘[-2]’ the second 
from last etc.. 

Entire array. E.g. ‘[]’ to reference every element of the array. This could return nothing in 
the case of a zero-length array. 

List of values. E.g. ‘[4,60,2000]’ to return the 3 elements at positions 4, 60 and 2000. 

Range. E.g. ‘[10:15]’ to reference a sequence of 5 elements. These will be those in 
positions 10, 11, 12, 13 an 14. Element 15 is not included. 

Modulus. E.g. ‘[%3]’ will return every 3rd element. 
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These can all be combined, so ‘mdr-l0[1,3,4,100:200,2500:2600%10,-1]’ is a valid 
reference. 

6.5 Data 
Single pieces of data from a section or array are simply reference by name. For data of 
certain types (bitfields, enumerations and time values) there are additional notes below. 

6.6 Metadata 
The data engine supplies some implicit attributes which do not refer to actual data items. 
These are accessed as ‘field.!meta-attribute’, ie ‘getfield(handle, “record[4].!length)’. All 
metadata types are read only and the available types are: 

 

Node type Name Description 

All !class Returns either ‘field’, ‘array’ or ‘section’ to show the 
basic type of the item referred to. 

 

 !size Size in bytes of the element and its child nodes. for 
EPS product Record objects this returns the value read 
from the RECORD_SIZE field of the GRH. 

 !offset Returns the offset in bytes from the start of the file to 
the node being queried 

 !desc Returns the string in the ‘description’ tag of the XML file 
for this node. 

Data field !datatype The data type of the node. 

 !units Returns the content of the units attribute if defined. 

Enumerated 
Field 

!value Returns a string containing the name of the current 
value of the enumeration. Normally when an 
enumerated node is queried it returns it’s numerical 
value. 

 !values For enumerated nodes in the MPHR only, returns a list 
of the enumerations defined for a particular field. 

Bit Field !bits For bitfield nodes only, returns a list of the named bits 
defined for the node. 

Section !children Implemented for Section nodes only, this attribute 
contains a list of strings naming each child node of the 
section. 

Array !items The number of items in the array. 

 !label If the array has a single label attribute describing the 
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dimension it represents, !label returns it. 

 !labels If the array has a separate definition for each element 
of the array it represents, the labels are returned as an 
array.  

EPS Record !calcsize Returns the calculated size of a record by from the sum 
of the size of all the contained records. 

MPHR 
Record 

!validate For MPHR and SPHR records only, scans the record 
and looks for basic format errors compared to the 
EPFS_XML description. The checks are for label 
names that do not match the defined name, missing 
end of line characters, and non-ascii data present in 
values. The return value is an array of strings 
describing all the errors found, of a nil value of none 
are found. 

Product !format This is implemented only for top level Product objects 
and returns the name of the format, ie. the filename of 
the format description file without the file extension 

 !filename Filename of the product. This is implemented only for 
top level product objects. 

 !filesize Returns the size of the product on disk. 

 !version Returns the value of the ‘version’ attribute of the 
Product node in the EPFS_XML file. 

EPS 
Product 

!mphr_defined Returns true if the EPFS_XML format description 
includes an MPHR section. 

 !sphr_defined Returns true if the EPFS_XML format description 
includes an SPHR section. 

 !records Returns a list of strings containing the names of each 
record found in the product on disk. 

Other !resize This is the only writable metadata type and is used to 
change the size of variable length arrays. 

 !recalc-size This meta command should ideally not be needed but 
is in some circumstances when writing scripts that 
resize dynamic arrays.  

6.7 Enumerated data fields 
If a data node has type enumerated it can be read and written to as either a literal number 
or as one of the named values for the enumeration.  

For example if a field is defined as: 

 
<field name=”e” type=”enumerated”> 
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    <item value=”1” name=”one” /> 
    <item value=”2” name=”two” /> 
    <item value=”3” name=”three” /> 
</field> 

 

A Python script could write ‘product.set(“e”, 1)’ or ‘product.set(“e”, “one”)’, both of which 
set the value of ‘e’ in the file ‘product’ to 1. 

When data is read back (ie. ‘product.get(“e”)’) the returned value is always the literal 
integer value unless the script uses the !value metadata (ie. ‘product.get(“e.!value”)’) in 
which case the string ‘one’ would be returned. 

 

6.8 Bitfields 
A bitfield node can contain a number of named bits and arrays of bits. 

For example: 

 
<field name=”b” type=”bitfield” length=”8”> 
    <bit name=”first” /> 
    <bit name=”second” /> 
    <bit name=”third” /> 
    <array name=”forth” length=”5”> 
        <bit /> 
    </array> 
</field> 

 

In this case a call to ‘getfield(handle, “b.!bits”)’ will return a string array containing ‘first, 
second, third, forth_1, forth_2, forth_3, forth_4, forth_5’, since bit arrays are implemented 
by generating a list of single items with the 1-based array index appended to the bit name. 

Arrays within a bitfield are not hierarchical so an array cannot contain other arrays. Also, 
an array can only contain a single, unnamed bit. 

Note that bits can in fact be given a length attribute so a ‘bit’ could hold an integer value 
greater than 1. 

A script can read or write individual bits by appending ‘.#<bitname>’ to the bitfield name, 
so using the bitfield defined above a script could write: 

 
product.set(“b.#second”, 1) 
product.set(“b.#forth_1”, 0) 
print “Value of the last bit in forth is “, product.get(“e.#forth_5”) 

 

True and false are defined as 1 and 0 when referring to individual bits. 

Bitfields can also be treated as integers and written to as single items, ie. ‘getfield(handle, 
“b”)’ would return the entire bitfield as one number. This can only be done reliably if the 
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bitfield is 56 bits long or less since Lua uses double word floating points for all numeric 
variables. 

6.9 Sweeps and variable length arrays restriction 
The array sweep notation should not be used with arrays where the stored elements are 
variable length arrays. These arrays should only be accessed one item at a time.  

6.10 Creating and expanding products 
If a product has a file bounded array (such as a NOAA product where there is usually a 
fixed header followed by any number of data blocks) the product will expand as data is 
written to it. 

For example the Python script: 
 
product = eugene.Product(“my-new-product”, “w”) 
product.set(“body [].body_field”, {5,6,7}) 

 

Will create a new product, then create 3 new items in the ‘body’ array, and set their 
‘body_field’ members to 5, 6 and 7. 

 

As new array items are created they are initially zero filled. 

 

6.11 Variable length arrays 
These are arrays where the length is given by another field in the product.  These arrays 
can be read in the same way as fixed length arrays. For writable products the array can 
only be resized if the product was opened for write only, and the current length of the 
array is zero. 

The resize operation is done by writing to the meta data attribute ‘!resize’, as in the Lua 
function: 

setfield(handle. “viadr-1a-ssd[0].SSD_SAMPLE.!resize”, 10) 

The field to be resized can be a multidimensional array, in which case the value 
parameter must also be an array, and all elements of the target array are resized together. 

If the array is part of an MDR or VIADR then only fields in the last record of that type may 
be resized.  
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6.12 Multiple MDR type restriction 
If an EPS product format has more than one subclass of MDR defined then any products 
created from scratch can only include MDRs of a single subclass. 

This restriction does not apply to existing product opened read-only or read/write, where 
all MDRs can be accessed and modified. 

 

 

6.13 Static file length restriction 
When a product is opened for modification (read/write) the file size cannot be changed, so 
no records may be added or removed and variable length fields may not be resized. 

 

6.14 Manual calculation of record size restriction 
In some cases a script must manually update the size of a record in an EPS product after 
resizing dynamic arrays.  

This is specifically when changing the value of a sizer node affects the length of more 
than one instances of an array, due to being nested inside another array. 

Ie. in the following case: 

 
<field name=”sizer” variable=”A” /> 
<array name=”outer” length=”10”> 
  <array name=”inner” length=”$A”> 
    <field type=”integer4” /> 
  </array> 
</array> 

 

If ‘sizer’ is changed this will affect 10 instances of the ‘inner’ array. So the script would 
have to manually resize the record, ie. 

 
setfield(handle, “record.sizer.!resize”, 5) 
setfield(handle, “record.!recalc-size”) 

 

The effect of ‘!recalc-size’ is to modify the value of the RECORD_SIZE field in the GRH, 
and to physically expand the amount of disk space allowed for this record. 

 

Note this requirement does not apply when resizing a field that only affects the value of a 
single instance of any particular array, specifically it is not needed for dealing with GRAS 
products as of PFS 6.3 at least. 
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7 PYTHON INTERFACE 

7.1 Overview 
The Eugene Python module allows Python programs to read and write data from any 
known product. The products can be opened as either read-only, read/write or they can be 
new files. Once a product is opened the script can query it via requests in the format 
described in previous sections. Values are returned as Python objects cast to appropriate 
data types, i.e. native Python integers for integer fields with no scaling factors, Python 
floats for other numeric values, and Python lists for arrays. Section objects with named 
child nodes are returned using a unique data type (eugene.Section) which can be treated 
as a read-only class instance. 

7.2 Quick tour 
The easiest way to try out the Eugene Python interface is to use the ipython shell. This 
is an enhanced version of the standard python interpreter and is part of the SciPy project. 
However if not available, the commands below will all work using the standard interpreter. 

 
# Initialize the module 
import eugene 
 
# Load a product file 
prod = eugene.Product(“MHSx_xxx_1B_M02_20020808190923Z_20020808191225Z”) 
 
# Read in 1 full MDR 
mdr = prod.get(“mdr-1b[0]”) 
print mdr 
 
# Extract the radiance values for the first channel 
rads = mdr.SCENE_RADIANCES[0] 
 
# Plot radiances using matplotlib 
import pylab 
pylab.plot(rads) 
pylab.show() 

 

7.3 Product class 

7.3.1 Constructor 
Open files are represented by the eugene.Product class. This is constructed using: 

 
<reslut> = eugene.Product(<filename> [,<mode>]) 
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Where ‘filename’ is a string with the same syntax describe in Format Matching above, and 
the optional parameter ‘mode’ can be ‘r’, ‘w’ or ‘rw’ for read, write and read/write access. If 
omitted ‘r’ is assumed. 

 

7.3.2 Get 
 
<result> = product.get(<field>) 

 

‘field’ is a single string specifying the data to be retrieved and the result is the requested 
data.  The datatype returned could be a single variable, a Python list or an object 
containing named child nodes if it is a section. If a single variable it will have the datatype 
string, datetime, integer or floating point. 

The user should consider that it is possible to read a large amount of data in one call 
using this function, e.g. ‘get(“mdr-1b”)’  would read in all data from all mdr-1b records), 
potentially requiring a lot of memory and CPU time. It is often more efficient to make a 
number of smaller calls, if only a subset of the information in the product is needed. 

 

7.3.3 Set 
 
product.set(<field> , <value>) 

 

If the product was opened with mode ‘w’ or ‘rw’ the set() function can be used to write 
values to the product. 

7.4 Sample code 
The tools eugene_image and eugene_geoimage are written using the Python interface. 
In addition there are some Python scripts in the ‘tests’ subdirectory.  

For a larger project using the Python interface see PDUMon (http://concorde/pdumon on 
Eumetsat internal network). 

 

7.4.1 Extra functions 
The eugene module also exports the following functions: 
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7.4.1.1 set_time_type( type ) 
Chooses the datatype for returned time values. Valid types are: 

gentime : A 15 or 18 character text string using the GPFS Generalised Time format 
YYYYMMDDhhmmssZ or YYYYMMDDhhmmssuuuZ. 

matlab : A double giving the date and time in the format used by the MatPlotLib plot_date 
function. 

datetime : A Python datatime object. This is the default as of Eugene 3.22. 

 
 

7.4.1.2 use_scaling_factors( sf ) 
If this function is called with sf set to ‘true’ then numeric values will be returned with 
scaling factors already applied – this usually means the datatype will be floating point. If 
disabled, returned value will be exactly as stored in the data file with no scaling applied. 

The scaling factor function is enabled by default. 

 

7.4.1.3 ignore_invalid_values( inv ) 
The EPS GPFS defines a special ‘invalid’ value for numeric datatypes. By default, these 
values will be converted to Python ‘None’ objects by the data engine. 

Be calling this function with the inv flag set to ‘true’ a script can receive the unmodified 
numeric values from the product. 
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8 LUA INTERFACE 

8.1 Introduction 
The executable eugene runs a single Lua script using an embedded interpreter. The 
script has full access to the Lua language with some additional functions given below. 

Note, the Lua interface was originally the only way of using Eugene. The newer Python 
interface offers a more flexible way to integrate Eugene with applications.  

8.2 Documentation 
The homepage for the Lua language is www.lua.org. The main reference manual can be 
downloaded as a separate pdf file or in html format as part of the source code download. 
In addition there is a book “Programming in Lua” which can be downloaded and contains 
more information. 

8.3 Script header 
Every script file should begin with a header in the following format: 

 
--- to-text.lua 
 
--- 
--- brief description 
--- Generate text dumps from data files 
--- 
--- full description 
--- This is a generic image creator script working with any input product 
--- and a specification string giving a 2 dimensions array within the file. 
--- Output can be mono or colour in either Jpeg or Png format 
--- 
--- usage 
--- eugene --script to.image.lua --in <data file> --out <file.jpeg|file.png> 
---        -- <field> 
--- 

The brief description can be any text but should fit onto one line. This information is 
displayed for all scripts when Eugene is run with the ‘—scripts’ option. 

The full description can be longer, this is the text displayed when the user runs Eugene 
with the ‘—script-help <scriptname>’ option for help on a specific script. 
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8.4 New commands 
Eugene adds several new functions to Lua listed below. Several functions require a field 
string to describe the location of data elements within a file, the format of this string is 
described later in this document. 

In addition to this type of file access, Lua has commands for manipulating text and binary 
files which can be used alongside these commands if needed. 

 

8.5 openfile(filename, mode) 
Opens filename using the Eugene data engine and returns a file handle object if 
successful. The returned object must be used with the functions closefile(), getfield(), 
setfield() and transfer() described below. 

Mode should be a string equal to “r”, “w” or “rw” to request the file be opened read only, 
write only or for reading and writing. 

If the operation fails the script will be terminated and an error message generated. 

 

8.6 closefile(handle) 
Closes the previously opened file handle. 

 

8.6.1 getfield(handle,field) 
Looks up field in the input file handle and returns the result, provided handle is a variable 
returned by openfile(). field must be a string, and the result can be a number, string, table. 
For arrays with more than one dimension each element of the table may itself be a table. 

The operation will fail for arrays with more than 2 dimensions. 

If a scaling factor if defined for the field it will be applied to the value read from the file 
before being returned. 

 

8.6.2 setfield(handle, field, value) 
Inserts value, which can be a number, string or table, into the output file field field of the 
open file handle. 

If value is an table it should be the same length as the target array. Value can also be a 
2D array (ie. each element in value is itself a table of values) in which case it must be a 
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regular array, with each subtable being the same length and with the same dimensions as 
the target 2D array. Every item in the array must be the same data type. 

The operation will fail for arrays with more than 3 dimensions. 

For the case where field describes a 1-dimensional array and value is a scalar item, that 
item is duplicated and one copy placed in each array element. 

Any scaling factor will be applied to value before writing to file. If the final value is out of 
range for the data type a warning will be raised. 

 

8.6.3 transfer(dest_handle, dest_field, source_handle, 
source_field) 

Copies source_field from source_handle into dest_field from dest_handle. 

This operation is similar to using getfield then setfield but with a few differences 

- The syntax is cleaner (this is a very common operation in script files). 

- The “transfer” call is much faster since no data is copied to the Lua environment. 

- Data is copied one field at a time (as opposed to reading the whole input to memory 
the writing everything) so the call can be used with very large arrays. 

- “transfer” works on arrays with any number of dimensions.  

 

8.6.3.1 Invalid values 
The transfer() call also checks the “invalid” attribute of the source field, and if any data 
items read match the invalid value the value written will be the “invalid” value for the 
destination field. This system allows data to be passed, for example, from an input format 
that uses 9999 to represent invalid data to a destination format such as an EPS product 
which will use a different value for invalid data. 

 

8.6.3.2 Number of dimensions 
If the source is an array, the destination must also be an array with the same number of 
dimensions. 

Two special cases are when the source data is a single item and the destination is a one 
dimensional array, or when the source is a one dimensional array and the destination is a 
two dimensional array. In these cases the source data is duplicated as many times as 
needed to fill the destination array. 
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8.6.3.3 Out of range values 
If the data to be written is too small or to large (after allowing for scaling factors) a warning 
is raised and the data engine inserts instead either the smallest or the largest value that is 
allowed by the data type. 
 

8.6.4 info(message) 
Writes “message” to a log file shown to the user. The normal “write” and “print” commands 
may not work within an embedded script. 

 

8.7 Initial variables 
Eugene predefines the following arrays before calling a Lua script. Elements in each one 
are ordered from 1 upwards following the convention used by Lua. 

 

8.7.1 ARGS 
This is an array of strings which were passed in on the command line using the flags ‘—‘ 
or ‘—args’. 

 

8.7.2 INPUTS 
Contains file handles for any files specified with the ‘—in’ command line parameter. 

 

8.7.3 OUTPUTS 
Contains file handles for any files specified with the ‘—out’ command line parameter. 

 

8.7.4 IO 
Contains file handles for any files specified with the ‘—io’ command line parameter. 
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8.8 Sys object 
A script can read and write data against the script engine itself by using the ‘sys’ object. 
Currently the only use for this is for scanning directories for multiple files matching a 
pattern. This is done with a line such as ‘getfield(SYS, “glob.*.txt”)’ which will scan for files 
ending in ‘.txt’ and return an array containing all matches. 
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9 OTHER FORMAT TYPES 
The Eugene data engine can read and write other formats in addition to those described 
in EPFS_XML. These are only present because some older Lua scripts need them. 

9.1 SDF 
Star Delimited File is an ACSII file format with a very rigid syntax designed to be easy to 
parse. SDF files are intended to be machine generated and are used extensively by the 
GRAS L1a generator script as an intermediate file type for reading data from different 
input formats in a consistent way.  

Files using the protocol SDF files are opened and addressed in the same way as product 
files, and data is accessed as a hierarchy of fields, except the depth is limited to a 
maximum of three levels. 

SDF files are used by one of the distributed Lua scripts (uog.lua). With hindsight they 
were a bad idea, and should not be used for any new applications. 

9.1.1 SDF format definition 
An SDF file contains only a list of named sections. Each section contains at a minimum 3 
lines. 

The first line is the section name, with 3 asterisks followed by the name. 

The second line is the field declaration listing each field name present in the section, 
comma separated. This line begins with 2 asterisks. 

Finally comes one or more data lines, each starting with a single asterisk. Each line is one 
record and contains the content of each field separated by commas. 

SDF files cannot contain comments, additional spaces or line feeds. 

9.1.2 Example 
This SDF file has one section ‘Section name’, containing 3 records. Each record has three 
fields ‘Field name 1’, ‘Field name 2’ and ‘Field name 3’. 

 
***Section name 
**Field name 1,Field name 2,Field name 3 
*Data 1,Data 2,Data 3 
*Data 4,Data 5,Data 6 
*Data 7,Data 8,Data 9 

 

SDF files are intended to be machine generated, hence the rigidness of the structure 
which makes them relatively easy to parse. 
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9.1.3 Access 
Individual data items from an SDF file can be read from as ‘<section name>[<record 
number>].<field name>’, ie. getfield(handle, “Section name[1].Field name 1”) would return 
‘Data 4’ in the example above. 

The record number and the square brackets can be omitted if the section only contains a 
single record. 

9.1.4 Metadata 
Every section in an SDF file has two pieces of metadata defined, !items and !fields. !items 
returns the number of records present in a section as a single integer (ie getfield(handle, 
“Section name.!items”). !fields returns a list of strings containing the field names present in 
the section. 

9.2 Filtered-SDF 
The filtered SDF protocol indicates the main application should run an external application 
to convert an original input file into SDF format, which is then read by the data engine. 
This is done via using a file in the temporary directory. 

The protocol is read only since it is based on SDF. 

One relatively generic filter supplied with Eugene is ‘ini2sdf.pl’ which converts files from 
Windows-style .ini files into SDF format, allowing .ini files to be opened and interpreted by 
a script without additional configuration. 

The format definition below is used to register the NOAA RAOB format using the filtered-
sdf protocol and the filter file raob2sdf.pl. This file is stored as filters/raob.xml in the 
Eugene distribution. 

 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
 
<format> 
 
    <version-control> 
    </version-control> 
 
    <brief-description>RAOB file file reader</brief-description> 
 
    <full-description> 
    </full-description> 
  
    <file-extensions> 
        <glob>*.raob</glob> 
    </file-extensions> 
 
    <protocol> 
        filtered-sdf 
        <filter-name>raob2sdf.pl</filter-name> 
    </protocol> 
 
</format> 
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9.2.1 Filters 
A filter is a non interactive command line executable that accepts two arguments, an input 
filename and an output filename. The filter must process the input file and create an 
output file with the specified filename in SDF format. 

All filters are located in EUGENE_HOME/filters. 

 

9.3 JPEG and PNG images 
Jpeg and Png files can be used for output only. 

Then can be written to using the script “transfer” or “setfield()” functions, and the input 
source must be a two dimensional array for monochrome output or a 3 dimensional array 
for colour output. The third (least significant) dimension should be 3 items long and hold 
the red, green and blue values. 

Alternatively colour images can be written using a longer form of the transfer call passing 
in 8 arguments where the first two are the image handle and ‘image’, and the remaining 
arguments give the handle and source for the red, green and  blue components. Ie. 
‘transfer(handle_image, “image”, handle_product, “body[].red[]”, handle_product, 
“body[].green[]”, handle_product, “body[]_blue[]”)’. 

Colour output is supported for JPEG only. 

For Python programs the freely availably module ‘Python Imaging Library’ should be used 
instead for handling images as this is much more flexible and powerful. The script 
‘eugene_image’  makes use of PIL. 
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10 APPENDIX A – PYTHON SAMPLE CODE 

10.1 Plotting MHS data using matplotlib 
The following code segment will plot a graph of time against total intensity of Channel 3 
samples (summed across each scanline) in an MHS L1b product. The code can be found 
in the ‘tests’ subdirectory as ‘plot-mhs-intensity.py’ 
 
#! /usr/bin/env python 
 
import sys 
import pylab 
import eugene 
 
# Set Eugene time format to what Matplotlib expects 
eugene.set_time_type("matlab") 
 
# Read args 
filename = sys.argv[1] 
 
# Open product 
prod = eugene.Product(filename) 
 
# Read times 
times = prod.get("mdr-1b[].RECORD_HEADER.RECORD_START_TIME") 
 
# Read all samples from Channel 3 
raw_samples = prod.get("mdr-1b[].SCENE_RADIANCES[][2]") 
 
# Sum across each scanline to get a total intensity for that line 
samples = [sum(x) for x in raw_samples] 
 
# Set up graph labels 
pylab.title("Channel 2 intensities") 
pylab.xlabel("Time") 
pylab.ylabel("Intensity") 
 
# Rotate text on x-axis by 45 degrees 
ax = pylab.axes() 
pylab.setp(ax.get_xticklabels(), rotation=45) 
 
# Plot 
pylab.plot_date(times, samples, linestyle='-') 
 
# Change time format to hide the date 
sp = pylab.subplot(111) 
sp.xaxis.set_major_formatter(pylab.DateFormatter('%H:%M:%S')) 
 
# Display 
pylab.show() 

 

10.2 Imaging IASI L1c Sounder data 
This example reads the all Sounder data (PX1, PX2, PX3, PX4) from an IASI L1c product 
for a single spectra and renders it as one image using the Python Imaging Library. The 
source is in the Eugene distribution ‘tests’ directory as ‘image-iasi-sounder.py’: 
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#! /usr/bin/env python 
 
import sys 
import numpy 
import PIL.Image as Image 
import eugene 
 
# usage: image-iasi-sounder.py <<filename>> <<spectra>> <<output>> 
 
# Open product 
filename = sys.argv[1] 
prod = eugene.Product(filename) 
 
# Read Sounder data, dims = Scanline, IFOV, PX, Spectra 
spectra = int(sys.argv[2]) 
raw_snd = prod.get("mdr-1c[].GS1cSpect[][]["+str(spectra)+"]") 
 
# Convert to Numpy array 
n_snd = numpy.array(raw_snd) 
 
# Prepare to reshape sounder data from x*y*z (scanline*ifov*px) to plain 2d array 
snd = numpy.zeros((n_snd.shape[0]*2,60)) 
 
# Map the 4 PXs within each IFOV into the 2d array 
snd[0::2,1::2] = n_snd[:,:,0] # PX1 
snd[1::2,1::2] = n_snd[:,:,1] # PX2 
snd[1::2,0::2] = n_snd[:,:,2] # PX3 
snd[0::2,0::2] = n_snd[:,:,3] # PX3 
 
# Convert the sample values to an image file 
mn = snd.min() 
mx = snd.max() 
pixels = (snd-mn)/(mx-mn)*255.0 
image = Image.fromstring("L", (pixels.shape[1],pixels.shape[0]), pixels.astype('UInt8')) 
image.save(sys.argv[3]) 

 

N.b. The image quality could be improved using the histogram equalisation functions 
(make_histogram, make_image_lut, render_image) from the tool metopizer_image in the 
Metopizer distribution. 

 

10.3 Plotting bending angles from GRAS L1b products 
This example plots 3 sets of bending angles (L1, L2 and ionospheric corrected) from a 
GRAS L1b product. The code is in the ‘tests’ directory as ‘plot-grasl1b-bending-angles.py’: 
 
#! /usr/bin/env python 
 
import sys 
import math 
import numpy 
import pylab 
import eugene 
 
# usage: plot-grasl1b-bending-angles.py <<product>> <<occ num>> [<<filename>>] 
 
# Read product 
filename = sys.argv[1] 
gras = eugene.Product(filename) 
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# Extract required MDR 
num_occ = gras.get("mdr-1b.!items") 
occ = int(sys.argv[2]) 
mdr = gras.get("mdr-1b["+str(occ)+"]") 
 
# Graph labels 
pylab.title("GRAS 1B Bending Angles for Occultation " + str(occ) + " of " + str(num_occ)) 
pylab.xlabel("Bending Angle (rad*10^-9)") 
pylab.ylabel("Impact Altitude (m)") 
 
# Compute curvature (NB. word has split the next line into 2 lines) 
radius = 
math.sqrt(mdr.LOCAL_CURVATURE_X**2+mdr.LOCAL_CURVATURE_Y**2+mdr.LOCAL_CURVATURE_Z**2) 
 
# Plot L1 samples 
bo_l1 = mdr.GO_BENDING_ANGLE_L1 
ip_l1 = numpy.array(mdr.GO_IMPACT_PARAMETE_L1) 
pylab.semilogx(bo_l1, ip_l1-radius, color='red', label='L1') 
 
# Plot L2 samples 
bo_l2 = mdr.GO_BENDING_ANGLE_L2 
ip_l2 = numpy.array(mdr.GO_IMPACT_PARAMETE_L2) 
ip_l2 = ip_l2.clip(radius, ip_l2.max()) # clip any zero values (present in some test data) 
pylab.semilogx(bo_l2, ip_l2-radius, color='blue', label='L2') 
 
# Plot Ionospheric Corrected samples 
bo_ic = mdr.IONOSPHERIC_CORRECTED_GO_BENDING 
pylab.semilogx(bo_ic, ip_l1-radius, color='black', label='Corrected') 
 
# Show line labels 
pylab.legend() 
 
# Display/save graph 
if len(sys.argv)==3: 
 pylab.show() 
else: 
 pylab.savefig(sys.argv[3]) 
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11 APPENDIX B – C INTERFACE SAMPLE CODE 

11.1.1.1 Code mhs_creator.cpp 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include “libeugene.hpp” 
using namespace Eugene; 
 
int main(void) 
{ 
 IDataEngine* engine = make_data_engine(); 
 IFile* file = engine->openfile(argv[1], “w”); 
 IDataAccessor* accessor = file-> 

make_accessor(“MDR_1A[].SCENE_COUNTS[][0]”); 
 for(int y=0; y<100; y++) 
 { 
     accessor->init(0); // construct a blank MDR 
  while(!accessor->eod(1)) 
  { 
   accessor->set_int(rand()%16384); 

  accessor->advance(1); 
  } 
  accessor->advance(0); 

} 
 accessor->unref(); 
 file->unref(); 
 engine->unref(); 
 return 0; 
} 

 

11.1.1.2 Compiling 
 
gcc mhs_creator.cpp –o mhs_accessor `eugene –-cflags –-libs` -lstdc++ 

 

11.1.1.3 Calling 
 
./mhs_creator MHSx_xxx_1B_Z 
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12 APPENDIX B – SAMPLE OUTPUTS 

12.1 Example eugene_text output (GRAS) 
 
> eugene_text <filename>  
 
MPHR: 
    RECORD_HEADER 
        RECORD_CLASS: 1 (MPHR) 
        INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 0 (Generic) 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS: 0 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION: 0 
        RECORD_SIZE: 3307 
        RECORD_START_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 
        RECORD_STOP_TIME: 20020320131129520Z 
    PRODUCT_NAME: GRAS_xxx_1A_M01_20020320123410Z_20020320123730Z_N_T_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxZ 
    PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME_1: 
xxxx_xxx_xx_xxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_x_x_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
    PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME_2: 
xxxx_xxx_xx_xxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_x_x_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
    PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME_3: 
xxxx_xxx_xx_xxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_x_x_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
    PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME_4: 
xxxx_xxx_xx_xxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_x_x_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
    INSTRUMENT_ID: GRAS (GRAS) 
    INSTRUMENT_MODEL: 0 (0) 
    PRODUCT_TYPE: xxx (xxx) 
    PROCESSING_LEVEL: 1A (1A) 
    SPACECRAFT_ID: M01 (M01) 
    SENSING_START: 20020320123410000Z 
    SENSING_END: 20020320123730000Z 
    SENSING_START_THEORETICAL: 20020320123410000Z 
    SENSING_END_THEORETICAL: 20020320123730000Z 
    PROCESSING_CENTRE: CGS1 (CGS1) 
    PROCESSOR_MAJOR_VERSION: 0 
    PROCESSOR_MINOR_VERSION: 0 
    FORMAT_MAJOR_VERSION: 6 
    FORMAT_MINOR_VERSION: 3 
    PROCESSING_TIME_START: 20130619103430296Z 
    PROCESSING_TIME_END: 20130619103430296Z 
    PROCESSING_MODE: N (N) 
    DISPOSITION_MODE: T (T) 
    RECEIVING_GROUND_STATION: xxx () 
    RECEIVE_TIME_START: 20130619103430296Z 
    RECEIVE_TIME_END: 20130619103430296Z 
    ORBIT_START: 7688 
    ORBIT_END: 7689 
    ACTUAL_PRODUCT_SIZE: 13126586 
    STATE_VECTOR_TIME: 20370509173251020Z 
    SEMI_MAJOR_AXIS: 7231000000 
    ECCENTRICITY: 0.001955 
    INCLINATION: 98.847 
    PERIGEE_ARGUMENT: 48.016 
    RIGHT_ASCENSION: 26.129 
    MEAN_ANOMALY: -47.849 
    X_POSITION: 6483522.8 
    Y_POSITION: 3180315.2 
    Z_POSITION: 0 
    X_VELOCITY: 493.843 
    Y_VELOCITY: -1031.127 
    Z_VELOCITY: 7345.818 
    EARTH_SUN_DISTANCE_RATIO: 0 
    LOCATION_TOLERANCE_RADIAL: 0 
    LOCATION_TOLERANCE_CROSSTRACK: 0 
    LOCATION_TOLERANCE_ALONGTRACK: 0 
    YAW_ERROR: 0 
    ROLL_ERROR: 0 
    PITCH_ERROR: 0 
    SUBSAT_LATITUDE_START: 8.774 
    SUBSAT_LONGITUDE_START: -27.744 
    SUBSAT_LATITUDE_END: 30.7 
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    SUBSAT_LONGITUDE_END: 6.392 
    LEAP_SECOND: 0 
    LEAP_SECOND_UTC: 20130619103430296Z 
    TOTAL_RECORDS: 53 
    TOTAL_MPHR: 1 
    TOTAL_SPHR: 1 
    TOTAL_IPR: 21 
    TOTAL_GEADR: 0 
    TOTAL_GIADR: 0 
    TOTAL_VEADR: 0 
    TOTAL_VIADR: 11 
    TOTAL_MDR: 19 
    COUNT_DEGRADED_INST_MDR: 0 
    COUNT_DEGRADED_PROC_MDR: 0 
    COUNT_DEGRADED_INST_MDR_BLOCKS: 0 
    COUNT_DEGRADED_PROC_MDR_BLOCKS: 0 
    DURATION_OF_PRODUCT: 3392 
    MILLISECONDS_OF_DATA_PRESENT: 3392 
    MILLISECONDS_OF_DATA_MISSING: 0 
    SUBSETTED_PRODUCT: false 
 
SPHR: 
    RECORD_HEADER 
        RECORD_CLASS: 2 (SPHR) 
        INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 6 (GRAS) 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS: 0 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION: 0 
        RECORD_SIZE: 344 
        RECORD_START_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 
        RECORD_STOP_TIME: 20020320131129520Z 
    GOBS_VER:  
    GRAS_ID: 1 () 
    EARTH_MODEL_ID: 1 () 
    METOP_MANOEUVRE_FLAG: false 
    METOP_MANOUVRE_START: 20130513132727020Z 
    METOP_MANOUVRE_END: 20130513132727020Z 
    MANOUVRE_IMP_END: 0 
 
IPRS[0]: 
    RECORD_HEADER 
        RECORD_CLASS: 3 (IPR) 
        INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 0 (Generic) 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS: 0 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION: 0 
        RECORD_SIZE: 27 
        RECORD_START_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 
        RECORD_STOP_TIME: 20020320131129520Z 
    TARGET_RECORD_CLASS: 7 (VIADR) 
    TARGET_INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 6 (GRAS) 
    TARGET_RECORD_SUBCLASS: 1 
    TARGET_RECORD_OFFSET: 4218 
 
IPRS[1]: 
    RECORD_HEADER 
        RECORD_CLASS: 3 (IPR) 
        INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 0 (Generic) 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS: 0 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION: 0 
        RECORD_SIZE: 27 
        RECORD_START_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 
        RECORD_STOP_TIME: 20020320131129520Z 
    TARGET_RECORD_CLASS: 7 (VIADR) 
    TARGET_INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 6 (GRAS) 
    TARGET_RECORD_SUBCLASS: 2 
    TARGET_RECORD_OFFSET: 68611 
 
 
viadr-1a-gps-pod[0]: 
    RECORD_HEADER 
        RECORD_CLASS: 7 (VIADR) 
        INSTRUMENT_GROUP: 6 (GRAS) 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS: 1 
        RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION: 0 
        RECORD_SIZE: 64393 
        RECORD_START_TIME: 20020320130810120Z 
        RECORD_STOP_TIME: 20020320131129520Z 
    START_VALIDITY: 69940.8 
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    END_VALIDITY: 69943.352 
    SAMPLE_INTERVAL: 30 
    NUMBER_SATELLITE: 32 
    PRODUCT_TYPE: 1 (NRT) 
    NUMBER_OF_SATELLITES: 32 
    GPS_ID: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 
    POSITION_UNCERTAINTY_X: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    POSITION_UNCERTAINTY_Y: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    POSITION_UNCERTAINTY_Z: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    VELOCITY_UNCERTAINTY_X: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    VELOCITY_UNCERTAINTY_Y: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    VELOCITY_UNCERTAINTY_Z: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    CLOCK_OFFSET_UNCERTAINTY: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    CLOCK_DRIFT_UNCERTAINTY: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
    NUMBER_OF_EPOCHS: 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 
27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27 
    GPS_ORBIT_ARC 
        [0] 
            [0] 
                EPOCH_TIME: 69942568 
                SATELLITE_POSITION_X: 2627187.75 
                SATELLITE_POSITION_Y: -25484792 
                SATELLITE_POSITION_Z: -6772424 
                SATELLITE_VELOCITY_X: 2180.679443 
                SATELLITE_VELOCITY_Y: 1051.150757 
                SATELLITE_VELOCITY_Z: -3035.870361 
                CLOCK_OFFSET: 0 
                CLOCK_DRIFT: 0 
            [1] 
                EPOCH_TIME: 69942600 
                SATELLITE_POSITION_X: 2692582.75 
                SATELLITE_POSITION_Y: -25453012 
                SATELLITE_POSITION_Z: -6863434.5 
                SATELLITE_VELOCITY_X: 2178.969971 
                SATELLITE_VELOCITY_Y: 1067.517334 
                SATELLITE_VELOCITY_Z: -3031.489258 
                CLOCK_OFFSET: 0 
                CLOCK_DRIFT: 0 

12.2 Example eugene_text outputs (misc) 
 
> eugene_text ATOV_02_Z ‘mdr-2[5].!size’ 
24973 
 
> eugene_text ATOV_02_Z ‘mdr-2[5].!size.!hex’ 
0x618d 
 
> eugene_text ATOV_02_Z ‘mdr-2[5].!offset.!hex’ 
0x1f74b 
 
> eugene_text ATOV_02_Z ‘mdr-2[].SCAN_LINE’ 
 
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,
34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,6
4,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94
,95,96,97,98] 
 
> eugene_text ATOV_02_Z "mdr-2[10].NAVIGATION_STATUS" 
Not used_1 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_2 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_3 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_4 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_5 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_6 (1 bit) : 0 
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Not used_7 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_8 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_9 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_10 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_11 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_12 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_13 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_14 (1 bit) : 0 
Not used_15 (1 bit) : 0 
Earth location corrected for Euler angles (1 bit) : 0 
Earth location indicator_1 (1 bit) : 0 
Earth location indicator_2 (1 bit) : 0 
Earth location indicator_3 (1 bit) : 0 
Earth location indicator_4 (1 bit) : 0 
Spacecraft attitude control_1 (1 bit) : 0 
Spacecraft attitude control_2 (1 bit) : 0 
Spacecraft attitude control_3 (1 bit) : 0 
Spacecraft attitude control_4 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude SMODE_1 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude SMODE_2 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude SMODE_3 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude SMODE_4 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude mode_1 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude mode_2 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude mode_3 (1 bit) : 0 
Attitude mode_4 (1 bit) : 0 

 

12.3 Example eugene_validate output (multiple fails) 
 
> eugene_validate <filename> 
 
Using format description EPSProduct:eps_atovl2_6.4.xml 
 
Checking MPHR integrity... 
    RIGHT_ASCENSION has incorrect label (found 'RIGHT_ASENSION                = ') 
    ORBIT_END has incorrect label (found 'ORBIT_STOP                    = ') 
    FAILED 
Checking PRODUCT_NAME matches filename... ok 
Checking ACTUAL_PRODUCT_SIZE=filesize... ok 
Checking DATA_PRESENT+DATA_ABSENT=DURATION_OF_PRODUCT... ok 
Checking all MPHR enumerated fields are set to allowed values... ok 
Checking all SUBSAT fields are non zero... 
    FAILED 
Checking ORBIT_START <= ORBIT_END are non zero... ok 
Checking for empty PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME fields... ok 
Checking filename components match MPHR fields... ok 
Checking FORMAT_MAJOR_VERSION and FORMAT_MINOR_VERSION... 
    FORMAT_MAJOR_VERSION of 6 is invalid allowable values are 3, 4 
    FAILED 
Checking GRH consistency... 
    giadr-levels has RECORD_SIZE set to 434 calculated size is 521 
    FAILED 
Checking MPHR SENSING_START/END match MDR range... ok 
Checking record counts in MPHR... ok 
Checking consistent instrument names... ok 
Checking time ranges of records... 
    Stop time of MPHR (2000010100000000Z) is not equal to last MDR stop time 
(20020808201501163Z) 
    FAILED 
Checking IPRS... 
    Fail in IPR number 1 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 2 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 3 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 4 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 5 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 6 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 7 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 8 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 9 field subclass 
    Fail in IPR number 10 field subclass 
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    Fail in IPR number 11 field subclass 
    FAILED 
Predicted IPRS 
Subclass 4 version 1 target class 4 subclass 1 instrument 2 offset 3604 
Subclass 4 version 1 target class 4 subclass 2 instrument 2 offset 3724 
Subclass 4 version 1 target class 4 subclass 3 instrument 2 offset 3844 
Subclass 4 version 1 target class 4 subclass 4 instrument 2 offset 3964 
Subclass 4 version 1 target class 4 subclass 5 instrument 2 offset 4084 
Subclass 7 version 1 target class 7 subclass 1 instrument 2 offset 4204 
Subclass 7 version 1 target class 7 subclass 2 instrument 2 offset 4323 
Subclass 7 version 1 target class 7 subclass 3 instrument 2 offset 329757 
Subclass 7 version 1 target class 7 subclass 4 instrument 2 offset 734318 
Subclass 7 version 1 target class 7 subclass 5 instrument 2 offset 734550 
Subclass 8 version 1 target class 8 subclass 3 instrument 2 offset 734587 
Actual IPRS 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 4 subclass 1 instrument 2 offset 3604 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 4 subclass 2 instrument 2 offset 3724 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 4 subclass 3 instrument 2 offset 3844 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 4 subclass 4 instrument 2 offset 3964 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 4 subclass 5 instrument 2 offset 4084 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 7 subclass 1 instrument 2 offset 4204 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 7 subclass 2 instrument 2 offset 4323 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 7 subclass 3 instrument 2 offset 329757 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 7 subclass 4 instrument 2 offset 734318 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 7 subclass 5 instrument 2 offset 734550 
Subclass 0 version 1 target class 8 subclass 3 instrument 2 offset 734587 
 
Summary of product: 
    Earliest time (from MDRs) 20020808200502244Z 
    Latest time (from MDRs) 20020808201501163Z 
    Records present: 
        MPHR x 1 
        IPRS x 11 
        geadr-levels x 1 
        geadr-config x 1 
        mdr-1b x 706 
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13 APPENDIX C – EUGENE_VALIDATE TESTS 
This text may also be viewed by running ‘eugene_validate –help’. 

 
usage: eugene_validate [--help] [-b <baseline>] <product-name> [<script-
args>] 
Default baseline is current 
 
 Check an EPS product file for format and content errors 
 
 This script applies a set of generic tests on the format of a product 
 and checks for consistency between records. 
 
 The checks made are: 
 
 Checking MPHR integrity 
   Scans the MPHR to check each field label matches the format 
description, 
   that there is a newline character at the end of each line and that 
there 
   are no non-printable ascii codes in the record. 
 
 Checking SPHR integrity 
   (if record present) Performs the same checks as for the MPHR 
 
 Checking PRODUCT_NAME matches filename 
   Tests the MPHR PRODUCT_NAME field against the actual filename. 
 
 Checking ACTUAL_PRODUCT_SIZE=filesize 
   Test against the MPHR field. 
 
 Checking DATA_PRESENT+DATA_ABSENT=DURATION_OF_PRODUCT 
   Tests the duration fields in the MPHR are self consistent. 
   ADD TEST against MPHR GRH start/end times 
 
 Checking all enumerated fields are set to allowed values 
   Scans through all the enumerated fields in the MPHR and SPHR and 
checks, 
   for those fields where a range of values has been defined, that the 
value 
   found in the product is one of them. 
 
 Checking ORBIT_START <= ORBIT_END and non-zero 
   The start orbit cannot be greater than the end orbit. For full-orbit 
   products they also cannot be the same value but this is not checked. 
If 
   both values are zero an error is raised. 
 
 Checking for empty PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME fields 
   The found PARENT_PRODUCT_NAME_x fields of the MPHR should either 
contain 
   filenames of 67 'x' characters. 
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 Checking filename components match MPHR fields 
   The EPS product filename should be build up from the components 
   INSTRUMENT_ID, PRODUCT_TYPE, PROCESSING_LEVEL, SPACECRAFT_ID, 
   SENSING_START, SENSING_END, PROCESSING_MODE, DISPOSITION_MODE and 
   PROCESSING_TIME_START. 
 
 Checking FORMAT_MAJOR_VERSION and FORMAT_MINOR_VERSION 
   Check the value of these 2 MPHR fields is correct 
 
 Checking sizes of records 
   The RECORD_SIZE of each record is compared with the sizes calculated 
   from the PFS. 
   This is a serious error and any records that fail this check cannot 
be 
   read from reliably. 
 
 Checking RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION of all records 
   The RECORD_SUBCLASS_VERSION os every record is compared with the 
PFS/GPFS 
   values. 
   An error in this check could be caused by a mismatch between the 
expected 
   values of MPHR FORMAT_MAJOR/MINOR_VERSION and those in the product. 
 
 Checking ordering of records 
   The order in which the records appear in the product is checked 
against 
   the GPFS rules. 
 
 Checking for bad start times in records 
   This check looks for default time values (2000/01/01 00:00:00) for any 
records. 
 
 Checking record counts in MPHR 
   The MPHR includes several fields names COUNT_* which should match the 
   actual counts of records in the product. 
 
 Checking consistent instrument IDs in records 
   Check the INSTURMENT_GROUP fields of every GRH in the product is the 
same 
   and also matches the INSTRUMENT_ID field of the MPHR. 
   The MPHR, SPHR and IPR records should have their INSTRUMENT_GROUP 
set to 
   zero (=generic). 
 
 Checking counts of required records 
   For all records of class SPHR, GIADR and GEADR defined in the PFS, 
checks 
   there is exactly one instance of the record in the product. 
 
 Checking product filesize is accounted for by total size of records 
   This test adds up the total size of all records found in the product 
   and compares against the filesize. 
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   implies the product is either truncated, has additional data 
   appended or the GRHs are corrupt. 
 
 Checking IPRS 
   For the IPR check the script build in memory a copy of what the IPR 
   section should be, and compares this to the actual IPRs on disk and 
   reports any differences. 
   The field RECORD_SUBCLASS in the GRH of each IPR is not checked. 
 
 Checking time ranges of records match MPHR times 
   The following checks are made against the START/STOP fields in the 
   RECORD_HEADER depending on the type of each record: 
 MPHR, SPHR, IPR, GEADR, GIADR: Should match the start/stop times of the 
    product 
 VIADR,VEADR: A warning is raised if the start/stop times of the VIADR 
    do not match the time range an MDR. 
 MDR: no tests 
   The start/end times of the product are taken from the start of the 
first 
   MDR to the end of the last MDR. 
 
 Checking duration of each MDR matches instrument scan rate 
   For scanning instruments only, verify each record has the correct 
duration 
 
 Checking MPHR SENSING_START/END match MDR range 
   Checks the SENSING_START and SENSING_END fields match the time range 
in 
   the MPHR GRH section. 
 
 Checking for gaps in data 
   This test looks at the delta of RECORD_START_TIMES between 
successive 
   MDRs of the same subclass and compares against the known scan rates 
   for insturments which generate MDRs at a regular frequency. 
   An error is reported either if the delta is not a multiple of the 
scan 
   rate (within a tolerance of 10ms) of if there is a gap of an integer 
   number of scanlines with no corresponding DMDR to cover the gap. 
 
 Checking for unused Dummy MDRs 
   If the product contains DMDR records that cannot be matches against 
   specific gaps in data they will be flagged here. 
 
 Checking time range of data in full product matches theoretical times 
   The MDRs in a full dump product should cover the same time range as 
   given in the THEORETICAL_SENSING_TIME fields of the MPHR. 
 
 Checking all SUBSAT fields are non zero 
   The four subsat fields (SUBSAT_LATITUDE_START, 
SUBSAT_LONGITUDE_START, 
   SUBSAT_LATITUDE_END, SUBSAT_LATITUDE_END) should all be set to 
actual 
   satellite locations. The test checks they are not all set to zero. 
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 Checking OBT/UTC correlation 
   For Metop L0 products only. This check uses the Metopizer 
ccsds_displayer 
   tool to verify that the OBT time for each source packet, when 
converted 
   to UTC time using the OBT/UTC coefficients in the VIADR of the 
product, 
   match the computed UTC time given in the GRH of the its MDR. 
 
 Checking OBT/UTC coefficients match <<filename>> 
   For Metop L0 products only, and only where the user has specified one 
or 
   more OBT/UTC files (see multi_validate --help for usage), this check 
compares 
   the coefficients in the VIADR(s) of the product against the correct 
coefficients 
   selected from the relevant OBT/UTC file, chosen via the MPHR time 
values. 
 
 Checking correct OSV values... 
   If the user has specified one or more OSV files, (see multi_validate -
-help for 
   usage) this test compares the OSV fields of the MPHR against those 
read from 
   the aux file. 
 
 Checking geolocation values in <<datatype>> 
   For certain L1 and L2 products only the check looks for zero of 
invalid 
   values in geolocation field. 
   It does not actually verify geolocation calculations; the test only 
looks 
   for numbers which are clearly not valid. 
 
 Checking geolocation values in <instrument> 
   This basic geolocation check looks for zero values in the 
geolocation 
   fields of each scanline. If any line contains more than one pair 
(0,0) 
   an error is raised 
 
 usage: 
   eugene --script validate --in <data file> --args OPTIONS 
 or: 
   eugene_validate <data file> -- OPTIONS 
 
 If any OPTIONS are present then the validate script will operate in html 
mode. 
 In this mode nothing is written to the terminal and the main output is 
placed in an html 
 file with the name of the input product with a .html extension. In 
addition (by default) 
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 a full quickread dump of the product is created, and where possible a 
set of image files 
 are produced. All these extra files are linked from the main html page. 
 
 OPTIONS can include the following: DIR MAX_WIDTH EQ QR 
 All items are optional but the order is important so if any options are 
omitted they must come at the end of the sequence. 
 
 OPTIONS description: 
 
 DIR: the directory to store all output files in 
 
 MAX_WIDTH: max width for image outputs. Images wider than this will be 
scaled down 
 This is useful for very wide products such as AVHRR. The default value 
is 300. 
 
 EQ: This flag can be set to either 'eq' or 'neq' depending on whether 
histogram equalisation 
 should be enabled when eugene created any images. 
 
 QR: This flag should be set to 'qr' or 'noqr' depending on whether the 
quickread report 
 should be generated. By default this is switched on. 
 
 Examples: 
 eugene --script --in MHSx_Z --out - 
 eugene_validate -b cn26 MHSx_Z 
 eugene_validate -b cn26 MHSx_z -- outdir 800 eq noqr 
 

 


